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�e transmission of surface plasmon polaritons through a one-dimensional periodic structure is considered theoretically by using
the transfer matrix approach. �e periodic structure is assumed to have alternate le	-handed metamaterial and dielectric layers.
Both transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes of surface plasmon polaritons exist in this structure. It is found that,
for nonlinear wave propagation, tunneling structures are formed to transform nontransmitting frequencies into transmitting
frequencies and hence transmission bistability is observed. It is further observed that the structure shows sensitivity with respect
to the polarization of the electromagnetic �eld for this phenomenon.

1. Introduction

As soon as metamaterials touched the optical regime, they
have started to interfere with the �eld of plasmonics.
Plasmonics is concerned with the unique properties and
applications of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), that is,
electromagnetic excitations that exist at interface between
two media and decay exponentially away from the interface.
Conventionally SPPs are studied at the interface between
metal and dielectric due to strong coupling between light and
free electrons of metal [1–7]. �e main interest in SPPs arises
due to its unique properties such as its ability to overcome
the di�raction limit at the nanometer scale, subwavelength
con�nement, and strong �eld enhancement. �e fundamen-
tal and applied research in this �eld has grown tremendously
because of its promising applications in optics, data storage,
sensors, and so forth [8–12]. Recent studies have revealed the
existence of SPPs at the interface between dielectric and le	-
handed metamaterials (LHM) [13–17]. Le	-handed metama-
terials are arti�cial composites having simultaneous negative
value of electric permittivity and magnetic permeability in a
certain frequency range [18–22]. �ese structures have been
experimentally realized in microwave and infrared range
[23, 24]. �e main advantage of studying SPPs at the LHM-
dielectric interface is the fact that both the transverse electric

(TE) and transvers magnetic (TM) modes can exist here.�e
existence and tunneling of SPPs in di�erent type of periodic
structures is also being studied [5, 25]. Models are under
consideration to transfer these states along speci�c structures
[26, 27]. Future photonics exploiting the properties of surface
plasmon polaritons will require nonlinear components such
as switching devices. Optical switches are based on optical
bistability and play an important role in nonlinear optics.
Di�erent theoretical models in micro- and nanoscales for
bistable behavior of propagating waves have been studied
previously [28, 29]. Now new avenues are being explored
by combining optically nonlinear materials with plasmonic
materials [30, 31], and still this is an area that needs more
attention.

Here we are concerned with the nonlinear tunneling
phenomenon of SPPs in a periodic structure composed of
alternate le	-handedmetamaterial and dielectric layers. Both
the TE and TMmodes are studied here. By using the transfer
matrix approach [32, 33], the transmission coe�cient of
the structure is calculated and electric �eld pro�les within
the structure are plotted. It is observed that if one of the
layers of the periodic structure is considered to be nonlinear,
the decaying states become the tunneling states and the
phenomenon of optical bistability can be observed.�is phe-
nomenon is broadly used in optical storage, optotransistors,
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Figure 1: �e schematic diagram of the structure under consider-
ation; shaded layers represent the LH layers whereas white layers
represent RH layers.

resonators, and all optical switches. �is phenomenon has
recently been studied in a special con�guration for surface
plasmons polaritons [34].

2. Mathematical Model

We consider a periodic structure containing alternate le	-
handed metamaterial (LHM) and dielectric layers (these
are termed here as right-handed material (RHM) layers)
as schematically shown in Figure 1. �e le	-handed meta-
materials are inherently lossy and dispersive. �e electric
permittivity “�” and magnetic permeability “�” of the le	-
handed metamaterial can be described by the Drude model
[21, 22]. �e structure parameters are de�ned as follows:

For LHM layer,

�1 = 1 − �
2
pe

�2 + ��� ,

�1 = 1 − �
2
pm

�2 + ��� .
(1a)

For RHM layer,

�2,nl = �2 + ��,
�2 = 1. (1b)

In the above expressions, � is the frequency of incident
radiation, �pe and �pm are the plasma electric and plasma
magnetic frequencies, � is the damping coe�cient, � is the
nonlinear Kerr coe�cient, and � is the intensity of incident
radiation.

�e electric and magnetic �elds in the given geometry
(Figure 1) can be written as follows:

For TMmode,

	 = (0,	�, 0) exp (�⃗ − ���) ,
� = (��, 0, ��) exp (�⃗ − ���) .

(2a)

For TE mode,

	 = (	�0,	�) exp (�⃗ − ���) ,
� = (0, ��, 0) exp (�⃗ − ���) .

(2b)

We are looking for solutions that are localized at the interfaces
and decay away from the interfaces, so

 = � + ��, (3)

where

�2 = �2�2� (
2
� − 2��) � = 1, 2. (4)

In the above expressions � and � are assumed to be real and
positive.

�e condition for the existence of SPP can be written as
follows [33]:

For TMmode,

�1�1 +
�2�2 = 0. (5a)

For TE mode,

�1�1 +
�2�2 = 0. (5b)

Using (4) and (5a) and (5b), one has the following:

For TMmode,

2� = 2SSP = (�
2/�2) �1�1 (1 − �1�2/�2�1)
(1 − �21/�22)

= (�
2/�2) �2�2 (�2�1/�1�2 − 1)
(�22/�21 − 1) .

(6a)

For TE mode,

2� = 2SSP = (�
2/�2) �1�1 (1 − �2�1/�1�2)
(1 − �21/�22)

= (�
2/�2) �2�2 (�1�2/�2�1 − 1)
(�22/�21 − 1) .

(6b)

�e value of normal component �� is obtained by substitut-
ing � from (6a) and (6b) into (4).

Since the permittivity of the dielectric layer is considered
to exhibit Kerr type nonlinearity, the program used for
the computational work calculates the value of nonlinear
permittivity inside the dielectric layer by using expression
given in (1b). In the transfer matrix approach the tangential
components of the electric and magnetic �elds across the
interface are related as

(�	)�=0 = (
�11 �12
�21 �22)(

�
	)�=� , (7)
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Figure 2: �e transmission coe�cient versus the frequency plots for (a) TM mode and (b) TE mode.

where

for TMmode,

�11 = �22 = cos (����) ,
�12 = −���� sin (����) ,

�21 = ���� sin (����) ;
(8a)

for TE mode,

�11 = �22 = cos (����) ,
�12 = −���� sin (����) ,

�21 = ���� sin (����) .
(8b)

In this approach, working through layer by layer the electric
�eld at the transmitted end �� is calculated for an assumed
incident electric �eld �� and the transmission coe�cient
of the structure is calculated by using the expression � =|��|2/|��|2.
3. Results and Discussions

Initially we have taken � = 0 in (1b) and plotted the
transmissivity versus frequency plot for both TM and TE
modes for linear wave propagation in Figure 2. �e periodic
structure under consideration consists of 20 layers. As usual
we are working here with dimensionless units, frequencies
are normalized using � = ��/�, where � is dimensional
frequency, � is the width of the period, and � is the velocity
of light. So the choice of working frequency depends on the
dimensions of the structure under consideration. We have
chosen�pe = �pm = 0.7 and absorption is neglected in our

analysis. Absorption only reduces transmission coe�cient,
so qualitatively same results are expected in the absorbing
structures. From Figures 2(a) and 2(b), it is obvious that
initially, for both TE and TMmodes, there is no transmission
across the structure, but, for certain frequency regions, the
transmission coe�cient becomes nearly unity. As these states
decay exponentially away from the interface, within the
layers, the modes are decaying modes. �e existence of the
propagating region can be explained by the tight binding
model of the solid state physics [35]. �e phenomenon is
similar in nature to the origin of propagation modes in a
periodic structure consisting of single negativematerial layers
[31] with the di�erence that, in the present case, the �elds get
localized at each interface of the periodic structure along the�-axis.

For the nonlinear wave propagation, particular nonprop-
agating frequencies (i.e., 0.28 for the TM mode and 0.36
for the TE mode) near the edge of the propagating regions
are chosen. �e transmissivity versus the intensity curves
at these particular frequencies for the nonlinear case are
shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). �e dimensionless Kerr
coe�cient� is taken to have the value of +1.�ephenomenon
of transmission bistability is seen here but a comparison
of part (a) and part (b) reveals the fact that although the
electric and magnetic plasma frequencies are chosen to be
the same, the structure shows sensitivity with respect to
the polarization of the electromagnetic �eld. �e horizontal
scales of these two �gures show that the intensity at which
bistability phenomenon is observed for the TM mode is
two orders of magnitude smaller than that value for the
TE mode. Further it is observed that multiple bistability
is observed for the TM mode whereas the phenomenon
occurs only once for a considerable scale of intensity for
the TE mode. �e electric �eld pro�les inside the structure
at intensities corresponding to maximum transmission are
shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). �ese pro�les show that the
light is tunneling through the structure to get out of it. For the
TM mode, the pro�le corresponds to two solitons formation
at the second transmission peak of the bistability curve and
for the TE mode one soliton is formed at the single peak of
the bistability curve.
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Figure 3:�e transmission coe�cient versus the intensity plot at (a)� = 0.28 for the TMmode, (b)� = 0.36 for the TE mode, and � = +1
in both cases.
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Figure 4: �e electric �eld pro�les inside the structure at (a)� = 0.28 for the TMmode and (b) at� = 0.36 for the TE mode.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied tunneling of SPPs in one-
dimensional periodic structures composed of alternate le	-
handed and dielectic (right-handed) layers. �e local behav-
ior of these states within each layer is quite opposite to that
of the propagating states; that is, these states decay away
from the interfaces but the transmission spectrum of these
states resembles that for the propagating states; that is, we get
propagating bands and nonpropagating gaps. For nonlinear
wave propagation, the phenomenon of optical bistability is
observed which corresponds to the formation of tunneling
states inside the structures. �ese tunneling states provide
a mean to transfer surface plasmon polariton along certain
structures. It is obseved in these investigations that the
structures show sensitivity with respect to the polarization
of the electromagnetic �eld. �e TM mode is more suitable
for the observation of such phenomenon as compared to
the TE mode. �e phenomenon of nonlinear tunnelling of
SPPs can be used in ultrafast nonlinear switches, nonlinear
plasmonic sensors, surfaces enhanced Ramman scattering

and waveguiding, and so forth [31]. It is hoped that this study
can be useful in designing structures in which potential of
these states is expolioted for nonlinear wave propagation.
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